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ABSTRACT 

Metrics of energy, area, and time are defined Cor a graph
the<>retic model of \'LSI computation. Different "constant factors" 
are se1'n to. be appropriate for different logic families. We ex amine 

seven such familie!l: NMOS, CMOS, CMOS-SOS, J2L, Gru\s liEMT, 
JJ-CrL, and JJ-CS. For each family, we sketch a construction f6r 

an energy-efficient, read/write, random-access memory circuit. 

1. Introduction 

Complexity theorists have traditionally focussed on two metrics of the qual
ity of a circuit design: size (the number of gates involved) and speed (the number 

of gates on the longest path from any input to any output). More r~cently, 

notions of circuit area and wire delay have come into play 113}, due to their grow
ing importance in \'LSI design. 

Very little effort, by contrast, has been put into the study of the power and 

energy requirements of computation. This theoretical oversight might seem 

strange, in view df the practical importance of the subject. Energy is a criticnl 
resource in battery-powered systems, and heat (i.e., power) dissipation is an 
important constraint on the physical design of almost every computntionnl sys
tem. 

The theoretical difficulties of the area are easily described: there is no simple, 
accepted, widely-applicable model of the energetics of computation. A literature 
search yields scanty I!.Jld contradictory results. It is bard to reconcile the assump

tions in Chapter g or Ill) (seemingly written by Chuck Seitz), with Bennett's 
monograph 13}, with Kissin's recent paper 17), or with Lengauer and Mehlhorn's 

This work W38 supported by the National Science Foundation Grant ECS-8110684. 
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article {IOJ. Bennett argues that, in principle, one can do any amount of compu
tation with a small amount of energy. Seitz takes the opposite position to Ben
nett, maintaining that "gate switching energy" is a fundamental property of any 
logic t·echnology. Seitz' assumptions are, in turn, too weak (or the models of Kis-

. sin, Lengauer and Mehlhorn. Their results are motivated by the dependence of 
switching energy on wirelength in the CMOS technology. 

This paper attempts to inform the controversy surrounding models o( energy 
c~nsumption. A unified model is proposed for all present-day (and a couple of 

futuristic) integrated-circuit technologies. When placed on this common basis, it 
is easy to see that there are almost as many "fundamental modes" o( energy con
sumption as there are technologies. 

Some technologies consume power at a nearly constant rate per logic gate, 
while others ex hi bit a state-dependent rate of power consumption. In either case, 

total energy consumption might be called "static" since very little additional 
"switching energy" is required. 

A second major grouping of contemporary technologies has little static 
energy dissipation, but consume significant switching energy. As suggested by {71 
and {IOJ, switching energy might be proportional to wire length. Alternatively, it 
might be essentially independent of wire length fllj. (A final possibility, a 
Bennett-style {3J zero-energy technology, is unlikely to be seen in this century.) 

The technological diversity outlined above is captured in this paper's unified 
model by a number of technological "constant factors." As a check on the 
model's completeness, constructions have been attempted (or energy-efficient 
memory access in each technology. These are outlined in Section 4; Section 2 
contains the unified model assumptions, and Section a lists the technological con
stant factors. 

2. Model of Computation 

In the following assumptions, greek letters are used for the technological 
constant factors. (There are two exceptions: 6 and A bear their standard mean
ing of vertex in- and out-degree.) Sets and their elements are defined by capital· 
ized and lower case roman letters, respectively. 

1. Sources O,, 1inh I,. A computation graph is a directed hypergraph 

G = ( V, H). A hyperedge h is denoted by an ordered pair ( 01 , I,) of ver

tex sets o, ~ V, I, ~ V. The vertices in 04 are the sOurces of h; the ver
tices in I1 arc its sinks. 
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2. Edge fanout restrictions o,.03 , t,..,. Each edge h bas at least one, and at 
most 0(1), sources and sinks: 

1 ::;; I a. I ::;; o,..,' 1 ::;; IIA I ::;; tmu 

Limits on vertex indegree 6 and .outdegree b. are discussed in Assumption 
10. 

3. · Vertex widths Xgaltt >-rto· Each vertex in a computation graph is embedded 
as a square region in the Euclidean plane. No two vertices overlap. The size 
ot an embedded vertex depends upon its functionality: gates 11 e Vg•t• 
occupy x;.,. area, while I/0 ports 11 e VI/O occupy >-lto area. 

4. Edge w/dth >..,;,., number of wirin~ lavers Jl. An edge is embedded as a con
nected set of wire segments. Each wire segment is n rectangle of width >..,;,. 
and arbitrary length, placed on one of I' planar wiring layers stacked above 
the plane of the vertices. A wire segment on the bottom wiring layer con
nects to the vertices it passes over. Two wire segments are connected to each 
other if they pass over the same point and if they are on either the same 
layer or an adjacent layer. (Note that ~l/21 disconnected wire segments 
may pass over the same point in the vertex plane. Also note that a!ly 
hyperedge h can be embedded as a tree of wire segments passing over the 
vertices in 04 U /.,) 

5. Total area A, maximum total area amu· The total area A of an embedded 
computation graph is the area of the smallest square that encloses all its ver
tices and wire segments. The area of this square is bounded by a technologi
cal constant: A ::;; Cl'mu· 

6. Maximum edge length >.,. 41 • The total length llhll of an (embedded) edge h 
is the sum of the lengths of its wire segments. Edge lengths are bounded by 
a constant: 't/h llh II ::;; X mu • 

7. Votes u(l), signals h(l). The state of the computation graph at any time I 
is defined by a vector ( V( t ), H( t )) of votes v(t) and signals h ( t) associated 
with each vertex v and hyperedge h. The value of a vote or signal is taken 
from the ternary set {0, 1, u}: logic-0, logic-1, and undetermined. (An alter
native formulation, found in 110) and in state-of-the-art circuit simulators, 
takes signal values from a two-dimensional set of voltages V and impedances 
R.) 

8. Maximum size of voting equivalence class emu• edge delay J1 , lime constants 
r,.,,, r.,;,. and r1 ... 11 , tranamia8ion line indicator r, signal n'se time rA. 
a. In many technologies, the delay associated with a wire can be decreased 

by driving that wire with a larger transistor. Such high-power drivers 
can be represented by several (unit-power) sources with identical voting 
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behavior. We are thus led to the following definition of equivalence 
classes 01,; on the voting behavior of the sources for each edge h: 

vltv2 Eo, j ~ (vl,v2 Eo,) A (Vt vl(t) = Vz{t}) 
A technologic;! limit on driving power translates into a restriction on 

the size of (i.e., number of vertices in) any voting equivalence class: 

Vh,i I c,,; I ~ ~mu 
b. At the time of circuit construction (t = 0), a fixed but indeterminate 

delay d4 · is assigned to each edge h. An edge's delay (in a worst-case 

, analysis) is proportional to its length llh II and number of sinks II, I, 
and inversely proportional to the size of its smallest equivalence class 

c, = mjn I c,,; I ~ tmu: 
I 

d, = rg.,, + llhllr.,,·,. ~.II, I,, ... ~~~ (±so%) 

(Indeterminacy is introduced into the definition of edge delays to force 
"realistic" design practices, e.g., self-timed or clocked logic.) 

c. We define r1 to be. the rise time of a signal on edge h. For technologies 

in which wires are transmission lines, r4 is approximately equal to the 

gate delay Tg•tc. We indicate this by assigning the value 1 to the 0-1 
variable r (a mnemonic is the common symbol Z for the impedapce of a 
line). The other technological possibility is that the wiref! are essentially 
capacitive in nature (as long as their length does not exceed >...,"", as 
defined in Assumption 6). Thus 

{ 
d,, iff= 0 

fA = Tgll< I if ) = 1 

d. The value of a signal h(t) is determined by the votes of its sources 0 4, 

with delay d4. We prevent the propagation of unreasonably-short sig
nal pulsewidths by requiring the "election results" to be stable for at 
least r4 time un: ts. 

1
1, if 3ve01 V&elt-d1 ,t-d4+ r4 j v(1) = 1, elu 

h(t)= :· if3ve04 Vse[t-d1 ,t-d1 +r4 j v(,)=O, else 

Note that this formulation allows "wire-oring": the signal on an edge 
becomes 1 if any of its source votes is 1 for at least r1 time. 

0. Svmmetrv indicator u. 

a. Not all patterns of voting behavior are allowed in all technologies. One 

restriction is observed in the so-called "symmetric" technologies 
(u = 1). In these technologies, the effects of logic-1 votes and logic-0 
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vote are symmetric, making "wire-oring" infeasible. (A system of 
"majority-rule" is conceivable but not observed in any present-day logic 
family, possibly because it would reduce nolqe margins.) To outlaw 
wire-oring, we permit just one equivalence class per edge: 

(u = 1) ~ (VI Vh Vv 11 v2 e 06 v1(t) = v2(1)) 

b. A second type of restriction on allowable voting behavior arises in the 
asymmetric (u = 0) technologies. We must restrict the number of 
high-power logic-1 votes that appear at one time on an edge, to avoid 
exceeding the current density limit mentioned in Assumption Sa: 

(u = 0) => (Vt't/h I {t•eO, : v(t) = 1} I ~em ... ) 
10. Log•·c family t/1, power supply period r,.pp/r• I/0 schedule S, external clock 

period TJfO· 

a. A logic family t/1 is a technologically-co11strained set of triples (8, J, A). 
The first and third parts of a triple denote the indegree and outdegree 
of one type of gate. The second part of a triple defines a functionality, 
or voting behavior. A gate with the 'and' functionality, for example, is 
modelled by a vertex whose vote is the logical 'and' of the signals on its 
in-edges. As another example, the 'latch' function depends on a 
delayed feedback signal. Finally, the voting behavior of gates in the 
JJ-CIL technology depends upon the phase of their AC power supply. 
Thus, in the general case, the functionality /, of a gnte v bas 2 + 8, 
parameters, and defines the gate's vote as follows: 

v(t) = /,(v(t- r,.;,.), c(l), h1(1), h2(1), ... h6,(l)) 

where the phase of the power supply (assumed to have a 00% duty 
cycle) is 

f 1, iC I < (.1 + ~ /r,.ppt,J) Tupp/r 

c ( 1) = l O, otbenvise 

Note that voting is a zero-delay process, since gate delays were included 
in the definition of edge delay dA. 

b. An 1/0 port v,· e Vrto has 8, = 1, A, = 1. Its voting is determined 
by an externally-imposed 1/0 schedule S; e { r0, r 11 r., w0, w1, w.} '. 
Each literal in S; indicates whether the f/0 port is to read ( r0, r 1, r •) 
or write (w0, w1, w.) a 'O', a '1', or a 'u'. The k-th literal inS; refers 
to the k-tb external clock period defined by I e ((k-1)r1t0 ,kr1tol, 
where TJfO is a technological constant. Thus, if the 1:-th literal is r

6
, 

the port votes v;(l) = :r during the k-th clock period. Alternatively, if 
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the k-th literaJ is w
1

, we say the schedule S; is "satisfied" only it the 
port's in-edge h has signal h(l) = v, for all times t in the k-th clock 
period. (If the output bit,for some time period is u, i.e. undetermined, 
we allow h(l) to be any value.) 

. 11. EnergJI consumption EnuJbr• E 1-<l, E,.;,, E,;,u,, E. Four modes of energy 
consumption are observed in physical realizations of computation graphs. 

a. A constant power dissipation of t,1,.,1,/r141, is associated with every 
gate. Total "standby" energy dissipation over the period ft 1, 12} is thus 
defined as 

E,I .. Jbr = E 
f E V11 ~r 

b. In asymmetric (wire-or) technologies, a gate voting 1 consumes more 
power than a gate voting 0. We define energy t 1•0 so that the difference 
between these two levels o( power consumption is t 1-<l/r

1
, 1,. Total 

energy consumption in this mode is thus 

El-<l .,;. E J fr-<J dt 
• e v,.,, 11 ~ 1 ~ 1, r,u, 

t(l)- I 
By Assumption Bd, a gate's vote can change a signal only it it persists 
Cor at least r1 ~ Tg.t• time. We thus employ the following (approxi
mate) expression for E 1-<J: 

EH E E (1-<J 
• E V1•1, Ia / r1,,, S !- :$ 13 / r1,,. 

•(4r1,. J - I 

c. Each change in an edge's signal consumes energy proportional to the 
length of that edge. Assuming such signal changes occur at a frequency 
less than 1/rg::Jc• we write 

E,.,.,. = E E llh !It .... ,. 
1 1,1 ,,,,, ~ 4 ~ 1,1 '•·~ 

1(4r1.,,) r 1((4+ l)r,.,.) 

d. Energy E,,._., like E,.;,., is a form of "switching energy." In this case, 
the energy consumption is proportional to the number of sinks:. . 

E,,. .. = E E ji,jt,,. .. 
1 It/ r1,,. ~ 1 ~ 11 / r1.,, 

1(4r1,.) r 1((4+ l)r1.,,) 

e. The total energy consumed by a computation is E = E,,,.~, + 
El-<l + E"';" + E,;o~.. 
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a. Technological Pll"ametem 

rL JJ-CIL NMOS HEMT JJ-CS CMOS CMOS-SOS units 

>.,.,. 4 10 7 ~ 100 10 10 urn 

>.,.;,. 1 2 1 1 4· 1 t urn 

>.,.., 104 to6 to• to4 105 104 to4 urn 

Tgatr ,r, .. ,oJ tOO 10 tOO 50 1000 100 100 pS 

1virt 0.1 O.Ot 1 t 1 O.t pS /'>...,;,. 
Tupp/r tOOO ps 

£,, •• ,6, 0.1 O.Ot ""'0 "'-'0 "'-'0 ,.._,0 "'-'0 fJ 
(I~ 0.1 0.1 ,.._,0 ""'0 ""'0 fJ 
(.wire 0.1 0.1 0.001 fJ/X.,;,. 
£,; .. 0.1 fJ 

~mu t 10 10 t tO to 
(J 0 0 0 1 t t 

~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o,.., 102 to2 to2 t ( = emul ( = e, ... ) 
'mu t to• to• 104 to• to• 

Table 1. Constant factors lor seven VLSI technologies (multiplicative 
factors lor units are f = to- 15, p = 10-12, n = to-0, and u = to-8). 

Table t gives approximate values for the "constant (actors" o( seven VLSI 
technologies. The values are (hopefully) correct to within a factor of tO, lor cir
cuits built with about .5 urn line widths during the late 1gso's [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, llj. 
Thus >..,;,., the minimum wire-wire spacing, is equal to t urn lor most o( the 
technologies in the table. The only technologies with >..,;,. > t urn are JJ-CIL 
and JJ-CS, in which tree-shaped model edges must be traversed with a non
branching wire. At one or two wires per edge, this implies that the effective edge 
widths lor JJ-CIL is between 1 and 2 um. And, since double-rail logic is used in 
JJ-cs, its >.,.;,. increases by another (actor ol two, to approximately 4 urn. 

An important feature of Table t is the diagonal structure of the entries for 
circuit energies £11,.;6r• £ 1~, £.;,, and £,;.,. When calculating total energy, con
tributions from entries below the diagonal can be ignored. For example, the 
technologies with £1110;6, > 0 have a nearly constant power dissipation per gate 
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which does not increase by more than 10% when the gates change their state at 

maximum frequency. 

Table 1 is not quite a complete list ol the parameters in the model. The fol

lowing are nearly constant over all technologies: 
"'mu = 109 um2, rt;o = 10 nS, 

p = 4 to 6 layers, Xt;o = 102 um. . 
Note that, by Assumption 4, p = 6 corresponds to a three-level metal process. 
The other p - 3 layers are made of an insulating material, through which small 

square holes or "vias" are cut. 

Finally, we specify the logic family t/J o( gates and latches available in each 
technology. For I2L, t/J consists of just a 1-input, 4-output inverter (all logic must 
be done by "wire-oring"). For NMOS and GaAs HE~IT, we assume that t/J con
tains a 2-input, !-output 'nand'; a 4-input, !-output 'nor'; and a 3-input, 1-
output inverting D-latch. For aU other technologies, we augment the NMOS t/J 
with gates for all 2-input, !·output boolean functions. 

4. Constructions 

Using the model of Section 2 and the technological parameters o( Section 3, 
it is possible to estimate the area, timt:> and energy per(ormance of various circuit 
constructions. 

ln this section, we report the per(ormance of our best constructions for large 
(~to6 bit), random-access, read-write memories in each of the seven technologies. 
Due to space limitations, only one o( the constructions will be described in any 
detail. 

First of all, we need a formal definition o( the "N-bit memory access prob
lem." For concreteness and simplicity, we assume that N is a power ol2, writing 

n = log2N = lg N. We also assume the existence of a fully parallel interface 
that runs memory cycles as often as possible. Thus we provide n separate 
address lines into the memory. A new address is available on these lines every T 
time units, where the length T ol a memory cycle is assumed to be an ex~ct mul

tiple o( the external clock period r1;o· These considerations lead to the following 
definition: 

Memorv accus with cycle lime T. A computation graph implements an N
bit memory access in time T it it bas n + 3 I/0 ports whose schedules obey 
the CoUowing restrictions. Every T fr110 external clock periods, n address 

bits are read in through ports labeled a., a0 _ 1, • • • a 1• The most 

significant address bit is read by a •. Every time these address bits are read, 
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port we (mnemonic: "write enable") reads a bit. If it reads a '1 ', the bit 
read by din C'data input") is to be written into the addressed memory loca
tion. Alternatively, if the port we reads a '0', a read from the addressed bit 
is enabled. In this case, the port doul ("data output") should write the 
correct .value for the bit being accesse~l. (It the accessed bit has not been 
written into previously, doul may be any value.) The value written by the 
port doul must be available during the last external clock cycle of the 

memory cycle. 

·More formally, the computation graph must satisfy all I/0 schedules S, 

where 

Si = ((~ 0 , r 1)(r.)k-l)', 

lor all ports other than v1.,.1 and where the integer 1: equals T/rt;o· The 

schedule for v,.,.1 is of the form 
• ( k-1 . ) • 

SJ•ol = (w.) Wm(S,I) , 

where the values m(S,t) to be written by the port are, of course, dependent 
upon the values written into the memory by S up to that time I. 

4.1. I!L 

As described in Section 3, the I2L logic family hns just one type of gate and 
no latches. Lacking a latch, it seem.~ that about 10 gates are required for each 
bit of memory: see Figure 1. The state of this memory cell is available on the 
doul line, whenever both z and y are at Jogic-1. Otherwise, doul = 0. The 
state of the memory cell is updated, to the value of din, whenever 

z = y =we= 1. 

It is somewhat unrealistic to use a 10-gate memory cell, since an analog cir
cuit designer could undoubtedly design a functionally-equivalent cell occupying 
Jess than one quarter of the area. We shall see, however, that the use of a 
smaller memory cell would not markedly decrease the area of the complete 
memory circuit. 

Figure 2 shows a floor plan of our I2L memory design. The upper rectangu
lar box decodes the top 1/2 lg N = n/2 address bits into ,fJii column ulecl 

lines. It also fans out the din bit into ,fJii lines, one per column in the 
( ,fJii X ,fJii }-cell memory array. 

The left-hand rectangular box performs a similar function, decoding the 
least significant address bits onto ,fJii row 8elecl lines, and fanning out the we 
signal. 

The data output bit, doul, is obtained by or-ing together the outputs of all 
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y din 

X 

we 

Figure 1. An 12L memory cell. 

DIN--

a nOn-j ... On/2+1--f:.t' I :.jN din FANOUT 
n/2 

AND y-DECODER 

.jN • FN MEMORY 

I: .jN we ARRAY 

FANOUT AND 

X-DECODER 

i {n/2 

we Onf20n/2-l'··al dout 

Figure 2. Floor plan for I2L memory. 
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the memory cells .. This is done in an "H-trec" pattern: the data outputs of a 
square or om.,. = 100 adjacent memory cells are wire-ored to form the input sig
na.l for an inverter. A second inverter produces a positive-true signal, 100 of 
which can be wire-ored in the next level of. the tree. The fan in tree is thus 

2 pog100N 1 gates deep. 

On 

Figure IJ, An I2L v-decoder. 

Figure 3 shows & construction for & n /2-bit to ,fliT-line decoder. Note that 
multiple sinks are not s.llowed in flL (since tmu = 1). The only way to fan out 
& signal is to use a 4-output inverter, so log4,flil = n /4 levels of gating are 
required. Decoding is trivial, using n /2-way wire-ors. All in all, we need slightly 
fewer than n /2 ,fliT = 1/2 ,fliT lg N gates to construct the circuit of Figure 3. 
One additional fanout tree (containing about 1/3 ,fliT go.tes) is needed for din or 
we fanout, completing the construction of the rectangular boxes in Figure 2. 

Figure 4 indicates why IZJ- is not particularly suited for memory circuits. 
Since wire fanout is not allowed, 1/3 ,fliT gates are required for each row of the 
memory array, to fanout the row select signal. Another 1/3 m gates per row 
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TO INDIVIDUAL CELLS 

Figure 4. Row fanout tree for (-lL. 

are needed for the we lines. 

••• 

TO OTHER 
HALF OF TREE 

The tree fanout construction ol Figure 4 was chosen to minimize total gate 
delay, at some expense in additional wire area. It requires one gate position for 
every two memory cells, so we need only allocate one gate in each memory cell 
for the two row fanout trees. (Alternatively, we could have Canned out the sig
nals in a linear, left-to-right fashion, allocating two gate positions every three 
cells. This would result in a worst-case access time exceeding 1/3 .fN Tg•t•, 
significantly worse than what· we obtain with a fanout tree.) 

The row-row spacing of the memory array can now be estimated. The total 
number of gates per cell is 10 (for the D-latch of Figure 1) plus 1 (for the two row 
fanout trees) plus 1 (for the fanout o( column select and din lines). In addition, a 
gap of Xgu• must be left between every 10 rows, to make room for the "H-tree" 

fan in of doul. Thus the total height or width of the .fN X .fN array is about 
4.Jlil >-g•t•, if we assume that we have enough room to fit the wiring. 

Turning to the wiring area, it is apparent that the row fanout trees (Figure 
4) could easily be a critical constraint. In fact, the row and column select lines of 
our memory circuit Corm a "mesh-of-trees" graph, requiring O(N lg 2N >.;;,.) area 

JOJ. 
Considering Figure 4 more carefully, we find that we must allocate (n/2) 

wiring tracks per row for each of the two row fanout trees. In addition, we 
should allocate about 5 horizontal tracks for wiring internal to each memory cell, 
and 1 track for the doul fanin. We thus need n+ 6 horizontal tracks per cell. In 
the vertical direction, the count is the same, so our row-row spacing must be at 
least (2n + 12)/( ~I/2J) X uirc. For the Clllle that N = 105 and p = 4, this evalu
ates to a cell "pitch" ol 16 urn. 

According to the parameters given in Section 3 for I2L, Xguc = 4 urn. Thus 

our (4 gate by 4 gate)= (16 um)2 memory cells are just large enough to accomo
date the fanout wiring for N ;$ 108 and p = 4. II we used smaller latches, or 
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chose a larger N, we would have to increase p to avoid "wasting" area on wiring. 

To calculate the total area A of the memory, we must consider the decoders 
as well as the memory array. For N"""' 108, however, the area required by the 
decoders is· negligible. The layout sugg~sted by Figure 3 would be only 
(/g2 IN) Xg•l• high, and this height could be further reduced to 
(lg IN) Xg•l• + (/g2 IN) X.,;., by using the tree-on-a-line idea of Figure 4. 
Thl)s we can report' a total area or about IBN x;.,, """'2.6 cm 2 for N """' 106 and 
Jl ;:::: 4. 

A time. analysis of this construction is fairly straightforward. We split the 
total circuit delay into the three components appearing in the Assumption 8b's 
definition of dA: EdA = Tg•l• + T.,;,. + r, ••.. ,. The longest delay path 
through the memory is from any address bit, through the decoder, through a row 
(or column) fanout tr~e. through a memory cell, and then out the dout ranin tree. 
Total number of gates encountered on thi~ path is about 8 + 1/2 lg N. Ir 
N """' 106

, Tg•l• """' 18 Tg•l• """' 1.8 08 0 

Since CA is identica\IY 1 in I2L, T.,;,. is just the lengt.h of the longest path 
through the circuit times r,.,·,.. ( CA is upper-bounded by eA and lower-bounded 
by 1.). This length is about 3/4 of ~he pNimeter of the memory: the decoder con
tributes one side-length, as do the row fanout t.ree and the dout f:min tree. Total 
wirelength is thus about 3VA Xg•l• = 4.8IN X,.; .. I yielding a delay term or 
T .. ;,. """'48IN r.,;,. """'4.8 ns CorN,..,. 106• 

In any 12L circuit T1, ••• 1 is always equal to Tg•'•, since tm-. = 1. The total 
delay for our memory is thus about 8.4 ns Cor N"""' 106• Since r1; 0 = 10 "·'· 
our memory should be able to satisfy an 1/0 schedule with T = 2 r110 . Address 
and din lines would be valid for the first clock period of a memory cycle; dout 
would be valid on the second. (Since the dA values in our model are ind!'ter
minate, not all memory circuits built according to our design would satisfy this 
schedule. It would be interesting to build a probabilistic model that captured the 
effects of process fluctuations and predicted the observed spread in access times 
among "identical" memory circuits.) 

Total energy E per access is just the number of gates ("-'l2N) times 
( T /rg•l•) times £ 114nJb,, or about 240 nJ when N......., 106• Power consumption is 
thus (240 nJ)/(20 ns) = 12 Watt, a very high Hgure for a 2.6 cm 2 chip. Ir our 
value for £ •l•ndbv is correct, I2L gates will have to be more widely spaced than 
Xg•l• = 4 um. Note that decreasing the number of gates per I2L latch from 10 
to, say, 4 would result in a memory circuit of similar size and speed, but with 
halt the power consumption per unit area. 
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In summary, we have proved the following. 

THEOREM 4-l. An I2L memory can be constructed with 

A = max{ ~6N >-iu" N((5 + lg/N)/Ip/2J X.,,.,l), 
T= w2/g N + 5) Tgote + 3JA' T.,;,. l ) + 1 Tf/0• 

Tf/0 

4.2. Other technologlea 

Due to space limitations, we merely quote the area-time-energy performance 
of our best constructions to date for the other six technologies listed in Table I. 

THEOREM 4-2. A JJ.-CU. memory can be built with the following parameters: 
N ~ J06, A = 6N >.j,, .. 

E = 6NT ( , .. ,b, I ( r
g lg N r1, 11 + 6JA r.,;,. l ) 

T = + 1 rtfO· 
. Tf/0 

THEOREM 4-3. An NMOS or GaAs HEMT memory can be built with the following 
parameters: 

N,....., JOG, A = llN >-;.,., 
E = 5N £1-ih T ~ g /g N r1•1, + 6J)f r,.;,.. 

(The energy figure given above is (or the worst case, when all memory cells 
store a '0'. We have designed our memory so that less than halt of the gates are 
in their high-power logic-1 output state, at any given time.) 

THEOREM 4-4. A JJ--cS or CMOS memory can be built with the following param-
eters: 

N......., JOG, A = 6N >-ju., 
E = 3JA'Ig N l.,,·,., T = g /g N r,ot. + 6JA r,.;,.. 

THEOREM 4-5. A CMOS-SOS memory can be built with the following parameters: 
N ~ lOG, A = 6N >.;.,, . 

T = 0 lg N r1, 1, + 6JA r,.;,.. 

Note that E.,;,. dominates E,,._. in this construction, despite the fact that 
ln·•• >> €.,·,.. Thus it is not accurate to describe all CMOS-SOS circuitry as 
consuming energy proportional to E,,._.. 

Using bit-serial address decoding on a minima.x-edgelength version of the H
tree fl2), it is possible to reduce E,.;,. to O(JA'). We are presently trying to 
evaluate the constant factors in this construction, to see if it is o( practical 
interest. 
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5. Conclusions 

This report covers the first phase or ~n ambitious project, to develop a 
universal "constant factor" model or VLSI energy, area and time. Many trouble

some areas have been identified: 

l. The model is only applicable to gate-level design. Pass-transistor and other 
forms of switch-type logic design are not modelled adequately. 

2. No pseudo-st.atic memory cells are allowed. Thus we cannot as yet discuss 
the "dynamic" memory designs that currently achieve the best density and 

energy figures. · 

3. The constants in Table 1 are undoubtedly inaccurate, and would benefit 
from a more careful study. (The most pressing question is whether th!'r!' 
exist values for th'cse constants that would accurately predict area, time, and 
energy. If not, parameters must be added to the model. Alternatively, we 
may be able to eliminate one or more parameters without jeopardizing our 
goal of attaining "fac~or-of-ten" accuracy.) 

4. At least one bipolar t.echnology which allows wire fanout (such as EeL) 
should be added to Table 1. A~ it stands, bipolar gets very short shrift, 
despite its current importance in high-speed static memory designs. 

5. It would be very hard t.o make lower bound argumcnt.s on the basis of the 
model, especially in view of the unrealistic restrictions mentioned in items I 

and 2 above. Once the model is extended, the arguments of IIOI and Iii 
could be employed to prove lower bounds on CMOS-like technologies. Sur.h 
lower bounds would presumably be valid, but not tight, for other present
day technologies. 

Despite these problems, we have succeeded in developing a circuit model 
that is capable of handling most of today's technological diversity. We have 
applied this model to the problem of designing megabit memories, and we have 

analyzed the area, time and energy performance of circuit constructions in vari
ous technologies. 
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ABSTRACT 

Metrics of energy, area, and time are defined for a graph
theoretic model of VLSI computation. Different "constant factors" 
are seen to be appropriate for different logic families. We examine 
seven such families: NMOS, CMOS, CMOS-SOS, J2L, GaAs HEMT, 
JJ-CIL, and JJ-CS. For each family, we sketch a construction for 
an energy-efficient, read/write, random-access memory circuit. 

1. Introduction 

Complexity theorists have traditionally focussed on two metrics of the qual
ity of a circuit design: size (the number of gates involved) and speed (the number 
of gates on the longest path from any input to any output). More recently, 
notions of circuit area and wire delay have come into play [13], due to their grow
ing importance in VLSI design. 

Very little effort, by contrast, has been put into the study of the power and 
energy requirements of computation. This theoretical oversight might seem 
strange, in view of the practical importance of the subject. Energy is a critical 
resource in battery-powered systems, and heat (i.e., power) dissipation is an 
important constraint on the physical design of almost every computational sys
tem. 

The theoretical difficulties of the area are easily described: there is no simple, 
accepted, widely-applicable model of the energetics of computation. A literature 
search yields scanty and contradictory results. It is hard to reconcile the assump
tions in Chapter g of (11) (seemingly written by Chuck Seitz), with Bennett's 
monograph (3), with Kissin's recent paper [7), or with Lengauer and Mehlhorn's 
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article (10). Bennett argues that, in principle, one can do any amount of compu
tation with a small amount of energy. Seitz take8 the opposite position to Ben
nett, maintaining that "gate switching energy" is a fundamental property of any 
logic technology. Seitz' assumptions are, in turn, too weak for the models of Kis
sin, Lengauer and Mehlhorn. Their results are motivated by the dependence of 
switching energy on wirelength in the CMOS technology. 

This paper attempts to inform the controversy surrounding models of energy 
consumption. A unified model is prop6sed for all present-day (and a couple of 
futuristic) integrated-circuit technologies. When placed on this common basis, it 
is easy to see that there are almost as many "fundamental modes" of energy con
sumption as there are technologies. 

Some technologies consume power at a nearly constant rate per logic gate, 
while others exhibit a state-dependent rate of power consumption. In either case, 
total energy consumption might be called "static" since very little additional 
"switching energy" is required. 

A second major grouping of contemporary technologies has little static 
energy dissipation, but consume significant switching energy. As suggested by (7) 
and (10), switching energy might be proportional to wire length. Alternatively, it 
might be essentially independent of wire length (11]. (A final possibility, a 
Bennett-style (3] zero-energy technology, is unlikely to be seen in this century.) 

The technological diversity outlined above is captured in this paper's unified 
model by a number of technological "constant factors." As a check on the 
model's completeness, constructions have been attempted for energy-efficient 
memory access in each technology. These are outlined in Section 4; Section 2 
contains the unified model assumptions, and Section 3 lists the technological con
stant factors. 

2. Model of Computation 

In the following assumptions, greek letters are used for the technological 
constant factors. (There are two exceptions: li and A bear their standard mean
ing of vertex in- and out-degree.) Sets and their elements are defined by capital
ized and lower case roman letters, respectively. 

1. Sources o,., sinks I1 • A computation graph is a directed hypergraph 
G = ( V, H). A hyperedge h is denoted by an ordered pair ( 01 , I,.) of ver
tex sets o,. C V, I,. C V. The vertices in o,. are the sOurces of h; the ver
tices in I,. are its sinks. 
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2. Edge fanout restrictions Omu, tmu. Each edge h has at least one, and at 
most 0(1), sources and sinks: 

1 < I 01 I < Omaz' 1 < I Ih I < tmu 

Limits on vertex indegree 6 and outdegree A are discussed in Assumption 
10. 

3. Vertex widths >.gate, >.rfo· Each vertex in a computation graph is embedded 
as a square region in the Euclidean plane. No two vertices overlap. The size 
of an embedded vertex depends ·upon its functionality: gates v e Vgate 
occupy >-iate area, while 1/0 ports v e Vrfo occupy >.r1o area. 

4. Edge width >.toire, number of wiring layers p. An edge is embedded as a con
nected set of wire segments. Each wire segment is a rectangle or width >.tDire 

and arbitrary length, placed on one of p planar wiring layers stacked above 
the plane of the vertices. A wire segment on the bottom wiring layer con
nects to the vertices it passes over. Two wire segments are connected to each 
other if they pass over the same point and if they are on either the same 
layer or an adjacent layer. (Note that ~/21 disconnected wire segments 
may pass over the same point in the vertex plane. Also note that any 
hyperedge h can be embedded as a tree of wire segments passing over the 
vertices in 0 11 U I 11 .) 

5. Total area A, maximum total area amu· The total area A of an embedded 
computation graph is the area or the smallest square that encloses all its ver
tices and wire segments. The area of this square is bounded by a technologi
cal constant: A < G'mu· 

6. Maximum edge length >.mu· The total length llhll of an (embedded) edge h 
is the sum of the lengths of its wire segments. Edge lengths are bounded by 
a constant: \;fh llh II < >-mu · 

7. Votes v(t), signals h(t). The state of the computation graph at any time t 
is defined by a vector (V(t), H(t)) of votes v(t) and signals h(t) associated 
with each vertex v and hyperedge h. The value of a vote or signal is taken 
from the ternary set {0, 1, u }: logic-0, logic-1, and undetermined. (An alter
native formulation, found in [10] and in state-of-the-art circuit simulators, 
takes signal values from a two-dimensional set of voltages V and impedances 
R.) 

8. Maximum size of voting equivalence class emu, edge delay d1 , ~~·me constants 
r141e, T t~~ire and TfaAout , transmission line indicator~' signal rise time rl&. 

a. In many technologies, the delay associated with a wire can be decreased 
by driving that wire with a larger transistor. Such high-power drivers 
can be represented by several (unit-power) sources with identical voting 
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behavior. We are thus led to the following definition of equivalence 
classes C~a,i on the voting behavior of the sources for each edge h: 

vhv2 E c.... ~ (v.,v2 Eo.)" Ctlt Vt(t) = v2(t)) 
A technological limit on driving power translates into a restriction on 
the size of (i.e., number of vertices in) any voting equivalence class: 

Vh ,i I c.,, I < emu 
b. At the time of circuit construction (t = 0), a fixed but indeterminate 

delay d~a is assigned to each edge h. An edge's delay (in a worst-case 
analysis) is proportional to its length llhll and number of sinks I I1 I, 
and inversely proportional to the size of its smallest equivalence class 

c1 = mPt I c.,, I < emu= 
• 
d _ + llhliTtt~ire + I I~a I Tfa.raoul (±SO%) 

J. - Tga.te Cl o 

(Indeterminacy is introduced into the definition of edge delays to force 
"realistic" design practices, e.g., self-timed or clocked logic.) 

c. We define rl to be the rise time of a signal on edge h. For technologies 
in which wires are transmission lines, rl is approximately equal to the 
gate delay Tga.te. We indicate this by assigning the value 1 to the 0-1 
variable~ (a mnemonic is the common symbol Z for the impedap.ce of a 
line). The other technological possibility is that the wires are essentially 
capacitive in nature (as long as their length does not exceed ~mu' as 
defined in Assumption 6). Thus 

{ 
d,., if r = o 

r,. = if 1 
Tga.te' r= 

d. The value of a signal h( t) is determined by the votes of its sources o,., 
with delay d,.. We prevent the propagation of unreasonably-short sig
nal pulsewidths by requiring the "election results" to be stable for at 
least r1 time un!ts. 

{ 

1, if 3veo,. \lse[t-d11 ,t-d,.+ r~a] v(s) = 1, else 

h(t) = :' if 3veo,. \lse[t-d,.,t-d1+ r1] v(s) = 0, else 

Note that this formulation allows "wire-oring": the signal on an edge 
becomes 1 if any of its source votes is 1 for at least r,. time. 

9. Symmetry indicator u. 

a. Not all patterns of voting behavior are allowed in all technologies. One 
restriction is observed in the so-called "symmetric" technologies 
(u = 1). In these technologies, the effects of logic-1 votes and logic-0 
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vote are symmetric, making "wire-oring" infeasible. (A system of 
"majority-rule" is conceivable but not observed in any present-day logic 
family, possibly because it would reduce noise margins.) To outlaw 
wire-oring, we permit just one equivalence class per edge: 

(0' = 1) =+ (Vt 'r/h Vvltv2 eo,. v1(t) = v2(t)) 

b. A second type of restriction on allowable voting behavior arises in the 
asymmetric (0' = 0) technologies. We must restrict the number of 
high-power logic-1 votes that appear at one time on an edge, to avoid 
exceeding the current density limit mentioned in Assumption Sa: 

(0' = o) =+ (Vt'r/h I{ veo1 : v(t) = 1} I < emu) 

10. Logic family t/J, power supply period r,upplr' 1/0 schedule S, external clock 
period TJfO· 

a. A logic family t/J is a technologically-constrained set of triples (6, /, ~). 
The first and third parts of a triple denote the indegree and outdegree 
of one type of gate. The second part of a triple defines a functionality, 
or voting behavior. A gate with the 'and' functionality, for example, is 
modelled by a vertex whose vote is the logical 'and' of the signals on its 
in-edges. As another example, the 'latch' function depends on a 
delayed feedback signal. Finally, the voting behavior of gates in the 
JJ-Cll.. technology depends upon the phase of their AC power supply. 
Thus, in the general case, the functionality /, of a gate v has 2 + 6, 
parameters, and defines the gate's vote as follows: 

v(t) = /, (v(t- r..,ire), c(t), h1(t), h2(t), ... hs,(t)) 

where the phase of the power supply (assumed to have a QO% duty 
cycle) is 

_ { 1, if t < (.1 + ~ /r,upplvJ) T1upplv 

c ( t) - 0 otherwise 
' 

Note that voting is a zero-delay process, since gate delays were included 
in the definition of edge delay d4 . 

b. An 1/0 port "• e Vrto has 6, = 1, ~. = 1. Its voting is determined 
by an externally-imposed 1/0 schedule S; e {r0, rlt ru, w0, wlt wuV· 
Each literal in S1 indicates whether the 1/0 port is to read (r0, r1, r.) 
or write (w0, w 11 w.) a '0', a '1', or a 'u'. The k-th literal inS; refers 
to the k-th external clock period defined by t e ({k-1)rrto,kTrtoJ, 
where r110 is a technological constant. Thus, if the k-th literal is ra, 
the port votes v1(t) = z during the k-th clock period. Alternatively, if 
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the /c-th literal is w
1

, we say the schedule S; is "satisfied" only if the 
port's in-edge h has signal h ( t) = 11, Cor all times t in the k-th clock 
period. (IC the output bit for some time period is u, i.e. undetermined, 
we allow h ( t) to be any value.) 

11. Energy consumption E.eandbv, E 1-0, EtDire, E,;u, E. Four modes of energy 
consumption are observed in physical realizations of computation graphs. 

a. A constant power dissipation .or E1t•radhrl",ate is associated with every 
gate. Total "standby" energy dissipation over the period [t 11 t2} is thus 
defined as 

f E V,.tr 

b. In asymmetric (wire-or) technologies, a gate voting 1 consumes more 
power than a gate voting 0. We define energy Et-0 so that the difference 
between these two levels of power consumption is E1-0/r,ate. Total 
energy consumption in this mode is thus 

Et-0 = E I Et-0 dt 
' e v,.,, 11 S t S t 2 'Tgate 

•(t)- 1 
By Assumption 8d, a gate's vote can change a signa.I only if it persists 
for at least r1 > 'Tgate time. We thus employ the following (approxi
mate) expression Cor E 1-0: 

E1-0 - E E £1-0 
' e v,.,, f1 I r,.,, S le S t2 I r,.,, 

•(fer,.,.) - 1 

c. Each change in an edge's signal consumes energy proportional to the 
length of that edge. Assuming such signal changes occur at a frequency 
less than 1/Tgate, we write 

Ewire = E E UhiiE.,jre 
A t1 I r,.,, S le S fs I r,.,, 

· l(ler,11,)"' l((/e+ 1)r,.1,) 

d. Energy E,;,.Jn like Ewire, is a Corm of "switching energy." In this case, 
the energy consumption is proportional to the number of sinks: 

E,.·rJr = E E I I,. I E,jrak 
l tl I r,.,, S /e S t2 I r,.,, 

A(kr,.,.)"' !((/e+ l)r,.,) 

e. The total energy consumed by a computation is E = .E1taradby + 
E1-0 + EtDI're + E,;n~e· 
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3. Technological Parameters 

f'.L JJ-ciL NMOS HEMT JJ-CS CMOS CMOS-SOS units 

x,.,e 4 10 7 7 100 10 10 um 

xtc~ire 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 um 

Xmu 104 lOs 104 104 lOS 104 104 um 

Tg•te ,Tfano.t 100 10 100 50 . 1000 100 100 pS 

Ttc~ire 0.1 0.01 1 1 1 1 0.1 pS /'At~~ire 
r,•pplr 1000 ps 

E,t,nllbr 0.1 0.01 ........ o ""0 ""0 ........ o "-'0 fJ 

lt-0 0.1 0.1 ........ o ........ o ........ o fJ 

lt~~ire 0.1 0.1 0.001 fJ/'At~~ire 
E,jrafe 0.1 fJ 

emu 1 t 10 10 1 10 10 
(1 0 t 0 0 1 1 t 
~ 0 t 0 0 0 0 0 

0 mu 102 1 102 102 1 ( =emu) (=emu) 
'mu t t to4 104 104 to4 to4 

Table 1. Constant factors for seven VLSI technologies (multiplicative 
factors for units are I= to-ts, p = 10-12, n = to-0, and u = to-6). 

Table 1 gives approximate values for the "constant factors" of seven VLSI 
technologies. The values are (hopefully) correct to within a factor of 10, for cir
cuits built with about .5 um line widths during the late 1Q80's [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11]. 

Thus )..t~~ire, the minimum wire-wire spacing, is equal to 1 um for most of the 
technologies in the table. The only technologies with xtc~ire > 1 um are JJ-CIL 
and JJ-CS, in which tree-shaped model edges must be traversed with a non
branching wire. At one or two wires per edge, this implies that the effective edge 
widths for JJ-CIL is between 1 and 2 um. And, since double-rail logic is used in 
JJ-cs, its xtc~ire increases by another factor of two, to approximately 4 um. 

An important feature of Table t is the diagonal structure of the entries for 
circuit energies £ 614,11161 , £1-0, Et~~ire, and E,id· When calculating total energy, con
tributions from entries below the diagonal can be ignored. For example, the 
technologies with E,t.nllbr > 0 have a nearly constant power dissipation per gate 
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which does not increase by more than 10% when the gates change their state at 
maximum frequency. 

Table 1 is not quite a complete list of the parameters in the model. The fol
lowing are nearly constant over all technologies: 

O'maz = 10° um2, TJ/0 = 10 nS, 

p = 4 to 6 layers, )t.I/O = 102 um. 
Note that, by Assumption 4, p = 6 C?rresponds to a three-level metal process. 
The other p - 3 layers are made of an .insulating material, through which small 
square holes or "vias" are cut. 

Finally, we specify the logic family ¢J of gates and latches available in each 
technology. For I2L, ¢J consists of just a 1-input, 4-output inverter (all logic must 
be done by "wire-oring"). For NMOS and Ga.As HEMT, we assume that ¢J con
tains a 2-input, 1-output 'nand'; a 4-input, 1-output 'nor'; and a 3-input, !
output inverting D-latch. For all other technologies, we augment the NMOS ¢J 
with gates for all 2-input, 1-output boolean functions. 

4. Constructions 

Using the model of Section 2 and the technological parameters of Section 3, 
it is possible to estimate the area, time and energy performance of various circuit 
constructions. 

In this section, we report the performance of our best constructions for large 
(,...._,106 bit), random-access, read-write memories in each of the seven technologies. 
Due to space limitations, only one of the constructions will be described in any 
detail. 

First of all, we need a formal definition of the "N-bit memory access prob
lem." For concreteness and simplicity, we assume that N is a power of 2, writing 
n = log2N = lg N. We also assume the existence of a fully parallel interface 
that runs memory cycles as often as possible. Thus we provide n separate 
address lines into the memory. A new address is available on these lines every T 
time units, where the length T of a memory cycle is assumed to be an exact mul
tiple of the external clock period TJ/O· These considerations lead to the following 
definition: 

Memory access with cycle time T. A computation graph implements an N
bit memory access in time T if it has n + 3 I/0 ports whose schedules obey 
the following restrictions. Every T fri/O external clock periods, n address 
bits are read in through ports labeled a., a._., . . . a 1• The most 
significant address bit is read by a,.. Every time these address bits are read, 
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port we (mnemonic: "write enable") reads a bit. If it reads a '1', the bit 
read by din ("data input") is to be written into the addressed memory loca
tion. Alternatively, if the port we reads a '0', a read from the addressed bit 
is enabled. In this case, the port dout ("data output") should write the 
correct value for the bit being accessed. (If the accessed bit has not been 
written into previously, dout may be any value.) The value written by the 
port dout must be available during the last external clock cycle of the 
memory cycle. 

More formally, the computation graph must satisfy all 1/0 schedules S, 
where 

( k-1). 81 = (r0, r 1)(r.) , 

for all ports other than v40ut and where the integer k equals T /TJfO· The 
schedule for vllo.t is of the form 

• 
SJout = (( w,Jk-lwm(S,t)) , 

where the values m ( S ,t) to be written by the port are, of course, dependent 
upon the values written into the memory by S up to that time t. 

4.1. I1L 
As described in Section 3, the I2L logic family has just one type of gate and 

no latches. Lacking a latch, it seems that about 10 gates are required for each 
bit of memory: see Figure 1. The state of this memory cell is available on the 
dout line, whenever both x and 11 are at logic-1. Otherwise, dout = 0. The 
state of the memory cell is updated, to the value of din, whenever 
x ='!I= we= 1. 

It is somewhat unrealistic to use a 10-gate memory cell, since an analog cir
cuit designer could undoubtedly design a functionally-equivalent cell occupying 
less than one quarter of the area. We shall see, however, that the use of a 
smaller memory cell would not markedly decrease the area of the complete 
memory circuit. 

Figure 2 shows a floor plan of our I2L memory design. The upper rectangu
lar box decodes the top 1/2 lg N = n /2 address bits into Jill column select 
lines. It also fans out the din bit into Jill lines, one per column in the 
(Jill X Jill )-cell memory array. 

The left-hand rectangular box performs a similar function, decoding the 
least significant address bits onto Jill row select lines, and fanning out the we 
signal. 

The data output bit, dout, is obtained by or-ing together the outputs of all 
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y din 

X 

we 

Figure 1. An 12L memory cell. 

DIN~ 
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n/2 
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./N • ./N MEMORY 
I: .jN we ARRAY___,,.--. 

FANOUT AND 

X-DECODER 

T {n/2 

we On;20n/2-1··· 0 1 dout 

Figure 2. Floor plan for J2L memory. 
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the memory cells. This is done in an "H-tree" pattern: the data outputs of a 
square of Omu = 100 adjacent memory cells are wire-ored to form the input sig
nal for an inverter. A second inverter produces a positive-true signal, 100 of 
which can be wire-ored in the next level of the tree. The fanin tree is thus 
2 pog100N 1 gates deep. 

>-----------------------------------~ 
On 

On/2+1 

• 
• 
• 

Yo 

• 
• 
• 

y, 

• • • 

• • • 

Figure 3. An I~ y-decoder. 

• 
• 
• 

·Y./N-1 

Figure 3 shows a construction for a n/2-bit to VN"-line decoder. Note that 
multiple sinks are not allowed in :[2L (since tmaz = 1). The only way to fan out 
a signal is to use a 4-output inverter, so log4V'N = n/4 levels of gating are 
required. Decoding is trivial, using n /2-way wire-ors. All in all, we need slightly 
fewer than n /2 JN" = 1/2 ../N lg N gates to construct the circuit of Figure 3. 
One additional fanout tree (containing about 1/3 JN" gates) is needed for din or 
we fanout, completing the construction of the rectangular boxes in Figure 2. 

Figure 4 indicates why I~ is not particularly suited for memory circuits. 
Since wire fanout is not allowed, 1/3 JN" gates are required for each row of the 
memory array, to fanout the row 1elect signal. Another 1/3 VJil gates per row 
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TO INDIVIDUAL CELLS 

Figure 4. Row fanout tree for rL. 

are needed for the we lines. 

• • • 

TO OTHER 
HALF OF TREE 

The tree fanout construction of Figure 4 was chosen to minimize total gate 
delay, at some expense in additional wire area. It requires one gate position for 
every two memory cells, so we need only allocate one gate in each memory cell 
for the two row fanout trees. (Alternatively, we could have fanned out the sig
nals in a linear, left-to-right fashion, allocating two gate positions every three 
cells. This would result in a worst-case access time exceeding 1/3 Vii r,4tn 

significantly worse than what we obtain with a fanout tree.) 

The row-row spacing of the memory array can now be estimated. The total 
number of gates per cell is 10 (for the D-latch of Figure 1) plus 1 (for the two row 
fanout trees) plus 1 (for the fanout of column select and din lines). In addition, a 
gap of >.,4te must be lett between every 10 rows, to make room for the "H-tree" 
fan in of dout. Thus the total height or width of the Vii X Vii array is about 
4Jlil >.,4 te, if we assume that we have enough room to fit the wiring. 

Turning to the wiring area, it is apparent that the row fanout trees (Figure 
4) could easily be a critical constraint. In fact, the row and column select lines of 
our memory circuit form a "mesh-of-trees" graph, requiring O(N lg2 N >.;ire) area 
[Q). 

Considering Figure 4 more carefully, we find that we must allocate (n/2) 
wiring tracks per row for each of the two row fanout trees. In addition, we 
should allocate about 5 horizontal tracks for wirin~ internal to each memory cell, 
and 1 track for the dout fanin. We thus need n + 6 horizontal tracks per cell. In 
the vertical direction, the count is the same, so our row-row spacing must be at 
least (2n + 12)/( IP/2J) >..,ire. For the case that N = 106 and p = 4, this evalu
ates to a cell "pitch" of 16 um . 

According to the parameters given in Section 3 for rL, >.,111e = 4 um. Thus 
our (4 gate by 4 gate)= (16 um)2 memory cells are just large enough to accomo
date the fanout wiring for N < 108 and p ·= 4. If we used smaller latches, or 
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chose a larger N, we would have to increase p to avoid "wasting" area on wiring. 

To calculate the total area A of the memory, we must consider the decoders 
as well as the memory array. For N ~ 106, however, the area required by the 
decoders is negligible. The layout suggested by Figure 3 would be only 
(lg2 ../N) >.gate high, and this height could be further reduced to 
(lg ../N) Agate + (lg2 ../N) >-wire by using the tree-on-a-line idea of Figure 4. 
Thus we can report a total area of about 16N >-iate ~ 2.6 cm2 for N ~ 106 and 

I'> 4. 

A time analysis of this construction is fairly straightforward. We split the 
total circuit delay into the three components appearing in the Assumption 8b's 
definition of dh: E dh = Tgate + T wire + T fanout· The longest delay path 
through the memory is from any address bit, through the decoder, through a row 
(or column) fanout tree, through a memory cell, and then out the dout fanin tree. 
Total number of gates encountered on this path is about 8 + 1/2 lg N. If 
N ,..._. 106, Tgate ,..._. 18 Tgate ,..._. 1.8 ns. 

Since Ch is identically 1 in 12L, Twire is just the length of the longest path 
through the circuit times "wire. ( c~~. is upper-bounded by e~~. and lower-bounded 
by 1.) This length is about 3/4 of the perimeter of the memory: the decoder con
tributes one side-length, as do the row fanout tree and the dout fanin tree. Total 
wirelength is thus about 3v0f >.gate = 48m >-wire, yielding a delay ·term of 
Twire ~ 48.Jf.i "wire ~ 4.8 ns for N ,..._. 106

• 

In any I2L circuit Tfanout is always equal to Tgate, since tmaz = 1. The total 
delay for our memory is thus about 8.4 ns for N ~ 106• Since "I/O= 10 ns, 
our memory should be able to satisfy an 1/0 schedule with T = 2 "I/O· Address 
and din lines would be valid for the first clock period of a memory cycle; dout 
would be valid on the second. (Since the dh values in our model are indeter
minate, not all memory circuits built according to our design would satisfy this 
schedule. It would be interesting to build a probabilistic model that captured the 
effects of process fluctuations and predicted the observed spread in access times 
among "identical" memory circuits.) 

Total energy E per access is just the number of gates (,..._.12N) times 
( T /Tgate) times £1tandbsl' or about 240 nJ when N ~ 106

• Power consumption is 
thus (240 nJ)/(20 ns) = 12 Watt, a very high figure for a 2.6 cm 2 chip. If our 
value for £1tandbv is correct, I2L gates will have to be more widely spaced than 
Agate = 4 um. Note that decreasing the number of gates per J2L latch from 10 
to, say, 4 would result in a memory circuit of similar size and speed, but with 
half the power consumption per unit area. 
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In summary, we have proved the following. 

THEOREM 4-1. An J2L memory can be constructed with 

N,...., 108
, A = max{!6N >..iate, N((S + lg-IN)/I,p/2J >..t11ire )

2
}, 

T = w2 lg N + 5) ;:;~ + av'if r.;., 1 + ll•Jto· 

4.2. Other technologies 

Due to space limitations, we merely quote the area-time-energy performance 
of our best constructions to date for the other six technologies listed in Table 1. 

THEOREM 4-2. A JJ-Cn.. memory can be built with the following parameters: 
N ,...., 106

, A = 6N >..iate, 

( f
g lg N 1'gate + 6-/A 1' tDire 1 ) 

T = + 1 Tf/0• 
Tf/0 

THEOREM 4-3. An NMOS or GaAs HEMT memory can be built with the following 
parameters: 

N,...., 108, A = liN >..iatel 

E = 5N Et-01 T = g lg N 1'gate + 6-/A 1' tDire • 

(The energy figure given above is for the worst case, when all memory cells 
store a '0'. We have designed our memory so that less than half of the gates are 
in their high-power logic-! output state, at any given time.) 

THEOREM 4-4. A JJ-cs or CMOS memory can be built with the following param-
eters: 

N,...., 108, A = 6N >..iate 1 

E = 3-/Alg N EtD,·re, T = g lg N 1'gate + 6-/A 1'tllire • 

THEOREM 4-5. A CMOS-SOS memory can be built with the following parameters: 
N,...., 108

, A = 6N >..iate, 

E = 1/2 lg2 N E,;u + 3-/Aig N EtDr're 1 T = g lg N 1'gate + 6VA 1'fDire • 

Note that EtDire dominates E,.·,.. in this construction, despite the fact that 
E,;f!k >> EfDire. Thus it is not accurate to describe all CMOS-SOS circuitry as 
consuming energy proportional to E,iflk. 

Using bit-serial address decoding on a minimax-edgelength version of the H
tree [12], it is possible to reduce EtDire to O(VA). We are presently trying to 
evaluate the constant factors in this construction, to see if it is of practical 
interest. 
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5. Conclusions 

This report covers the first phase of an ambitious project, to develop a 
universal "constant factor" model of VLSI energy, area and time. Many trouble
some areas have been identified: 

1. The model is only applicable to gate-level design. Pass-transistor and other 
forms of switch-type logic design are not modelled adequately. 

2. No pseudo-static memory cells are ·allowed. Thus we cannot as yet discuss 
the "dynamic" memory designs that currently achieve the best density and 
energy figures. 

3. The constants in Table 1 are undoubtedly inaccurate, and would benefit 
from a more careful study. (The most pressing question is whether there 
exist values for these constants that would accurately predict area, time, and 
energy. If not, parameters must be added to the model. Alternatively, we 
may be able to eliminate one or more parameters without jeopardizing our 
goal of attaining "factor-of-ten" accuracy.) 

4. At least one bipolar technology which allows wire fanout (such as EeL) 
should be added to Table 1. As it stands, bipolar gets very short shrift, 
despite its current importance in high-speed static memory designs. 

5. It would be very hard to make lower bound arguments on the basis of the 
model, especially in view of the unrealistic restrictions mentioned in items 1 
and 2 above. Once the model is extended, the arguments of [10] and [7] 
could be employed to prove lower bounds on CMOS-like technologies. Such 
lower bounds would presumably be valid, but not tight, for other present
day technologies. 

Despite these problems, we have succeeded in developing a circuit model 
that is capable of handling most of today's technological diversity. We have 
applied this model to the problem of designing megabit memories, and we have 
analyzed the area, time and energy performance of circuit constructions in vari
ous technologies. 
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